"Green I do not Lack"
as sung to the tune of Sir-mix alot's " Baby's got back"

Intro----
oh my god, Joey
look at this apt
it is so big uhh
it looks like one of those big time programs
but u know who understands those programs
they only work because they use a lot of data structures
ok i mean look
its just so big
ugh i can't believe its just so hard
its out there
gross
look
its just so big
-------

I like big atps and I cannot lie
you other brothers can't deny
when that green shows up
and that red lights in your face u go back
want to pull up code
cause you noticed that loop was stuck
beef to the code its readin
im hooked and I can't stop starin
oh baby I wanna work wit cha
and take ur pictcha
my homeboys tryed 2 warn me
but that atp u got makes me so angry
ooooooo sample smooth code
u say u wanna use my arrays
well use me use me cuz I ain't that average pointer
I seen eclipse dancin
forget romancing
itll sweat
time out
its going like an early mac
im tired of magazines
sayin small atps are the thing
cuz the average coder ask him that
its got 2 pack much data
so fellas
YAH!
fellas
YAH!
cuz your class has got the atp
HELL YAH!
code it
yah
code it
yah
code that a-t-p
green is back
green is back

I like them hard and big
and when I'm throwing a gig
I just can't help myself
I'm acting like an animal
now here's my scandal
I wanna get it in the lab and
uh
double up
uh uh
I ain't talking bout cps 6
those atps are made for little boys
I want them real thick and juicy
so find that juicy double
im in trouble
begging for a piece of that bubble sort
so I'm looking at some programs
knocking these java codes
looking like pros
u can have those java codes
I keep my atps like topcode
a word to the real tough atps

i wanna get wit cha
i won't cus or hit cha
i gotta be straight when I say
I wanna work to the break of dawn
atps got it going on
a lot of coders won't like this song
cuz thoses punks like to try and then quit it
and I'd ratehr stay and play
cuz I'm strong and I'm never wrong
and I'm down to get this atp on
so coders
YAH!
coders
YAH!
so u wanna roll in my mercedes
YAH!
so turn around
find the green
even eclipse has got 2 shout
green is back

green is back

yah baby
when it comes to atps
easiness ain't got nothing to do with my selection
01
10
00
only if its level three

so your atp owns some red
sitting there thinking its dead
but my code aint got no red on the end of its output
my data structure
don't want none unless you got variables hun
you can use some java 5 methods
but please don't use that n squared code
some coders wanna play that hard roll
and tell ya that the atp ain't gold
so they toss and leave it
and i pull up quick to retrieve it
so bill gates says ur easy
well i ain't down wit dat
cuz ur solution isnit small
and ur twists are sickening
and im thinking bout sticking
to the beanpole atps and the magazines
you ain't it atp thing
give me some code
i can't resist it
gates and forbes didn't miss it
some knuckle head tried to dis
cuz those atps are on my list
he had game
but he chose to hit em
and I pull up quick to code wit him
so coders if da atp is long
and u wanna topcoder throw down
dial 1-900-atp
and kick dem nasty thoughts
green is back
green is back
little in the middle but u got much green
little in the middle but u got much green
little in the middle but u got much green
little in the middle but u got much green